
He mustn’t hear me breathe. 

Njabulo stands stock-still, eyes pinned 
to the slow-slow movement. He knows 
it’s going to happen, but when it does, 
he is still surprised. Dog-biscuit brown 
to spring-leaf yellow, he watches the 
clever chameleon change colour.

But Njabulo is still feeling nervous, 
waiting under the shade of a tree in his 
uncle’s scrapyard. His friends are on 
their way over ... 

Well, sure, they all go to school together and 
they’re pretty friendly, but they aren’t exactly  
his friends. 

Last week Mr Leon set a project on recycling  
and divided the class into groups. When Njabulo’s 
group heard about his uncle’s scrapyard, they 
decided that would be a great place to work 
on their project – there were sure to be handy 
materials there!

But it’s not the project Njabulo is worried about ...



Colour is everywhere

The natural world is full of colour, and most plants and animals — 

including people — are colourful. The materials that create colour in 

nature are called pigments. They serve important functions and are 

decorative too. The same pigments have been used over and over for 

millions of years in evolution because they work so well.

The chameleon is special because it can change colour depending on 

its mood and surroundings. Beneath its transparent outer skin, it has 

specialised cells that each contain pigment granules.

When the granules change their position, the chameleon can look light, 

dark or brightly coloured. People and most other animals don’t have 

this amazing ability, and must learn to live with the beautiful skin they 

are born with.
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“Lovely, isn’t he?” 

Seeing the chameleon, Uncle Joshua comes  
over and lays a big hand softly on Njabulo’s 
shoulder. Then he takes a long look at his 
nephew, and it’s as if he knows exactly what 
he is thinking. “Relax, Njabulo – it’s going to be 
okay. You’re going to have a great afternoon.”

Njabulo is not so sure. His eyes wander back to 
the little creature on the leaf. “Uncle Joshua, why 
can’t we all change colour like the chameleon?”

Uncle Joshua looks surprised at first, and 
then he frowns. “You want to change your 
skin colour? Now why would you want to do 
something like that?”



Why can’t we change colour?

Our skin gets its colour mostly from the pigments, 

melanin and haemoglobin. These molecules are 

called pigments because they have natural colour. 

Melanin is produced in special cells within the skin, 

and haemoglobin is carried in the red blood cells 

found in the small blood vessels deep within our 

skin. Melanin is the most obvious and important 

pigment in the skin, and when a person has a lot of 

it, their skin is darker.

The amount of melanin a person has is controlled 

by specific genes in their DNA that they inherit 

from their parents. Most of these genes are 

dedicated mainly to producing skin colour. They 

don’t determine any other features of a person’s 

body or their behaviour.

Just because someone has a particular skin colour 

doesn’t mean they are going to look or act any 

particular way. Skin colour just happens to be 

something we tend to notice.
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A blush creeps up Njabulo’s neck.  
“It’s just ...” Njabulo mumbles. “Sometimes  
I just want to be … to be different.”

“Different?” asks Uncle Joshua.

“I want to be clever.” 

Uncle Joshua’s eyebrows rise slightly and it 
takes a moment before he replies. “But being 
clever doesn’t come from the colour of your 
skin – surely you know that?”

All people are clever in their own way

All people are clever by nature and have the same big brains. Brain 

power isn’t related to skin colour, or to the shape of your skull or nose, 

or to any other physical feature. The idea that cleverness is associated 

with physical features became popular over 200 years ago. 

It was put forward mostly by European men who wanted to prove 

their own superiority and to rank the people of the rest of the world 

below them. These kind of ideas were used to justify their taking 

people as slaves.

Modern science provides undeniable evidence that all people are 

clever and creative, and that they have the capacity to think great 

thoughts and do great things.
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Uncle Joshua looks disappointed, and there’s a 
kind of sadness in his eyes. “Skin’s got nothing 
to do with what’s in your head. Or your heart. 
Nothing at all.” 

But recently, Njabulo has started to think that 
people’s skin colour does matter ... a lot.
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“Why do people come in so many 
different colours anyway?”

Njabulo wonders to himself. 

It’s all around him – this feeling that people are 
different from each other. At school, he sees kids 
who speak different languages, live in different 
areas, eat different food and have different skin 
colours. 

And if they’re all so different, how are they 
supposed to understand each other and get along? 

That’s kind of why he’s worried about today’s 
meeting. Everyone in his group looks ... different.
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